
Marsha Momentoes #1 

Fall, 2021 

1.  Referees address logos on team’s passing sleeves, confirming that they meet logo requirements 
for uniforms.   
 
INCORRECT:  According to Rule 4, NFHS VB Rules, the only items to consider are player uniform, 
guards, casts, braces, knee & ankle braces, face masks, hair devices, and jewelry.  Passing 
sleeves, knee pads, socks and shoes are NOT considered part of the uniform and have no 
restrictions unless ruled dangerous. 
 

2.  R1 blows whistle to end play.  LJ 1 calls touch.  R1 calls R2 and LJ1 and LJ2 over to ref stand to 
discuss what LJ1 saw/called.  R1 signals replay. 
 
INCORRECT: According to Rule 5 and Case Manual p. 71, the R1 makes the final decision on all 
matters concerning officials and line judges.  A “touch” call should be accepted or overruled, 
and play should continue immediately.  There should NOT be a replay unless there are 
conflicting calls/more complicated situations.  Decision should either be POINT to serving team 
or LOSS OF RALLY POINT to opponent.   
 

3.  Team A serves.  Team B passes ball back over net legally to Team A upon reception of serve.  R1 
blows whistle and indicates illegal hit.  Captain questions.  R1 states you cannot return ball on 
first contact. 

INCORRECT:  Any ball may be returned legally on 1st, 2nd, or 3rd contact.  NOTE:  Block “inbounds” 
ball and does not count as one of 3 team contacts. 

4.  Team A back row setter in front zone, jump sets ball on 2nd contact to hitter.  Hitter attacks ball 
over net to Team B.  R1 blows whistle and signals back row attack.  Coach asks for clarification of 
call. R2 indicates that back row setter may not jump set in front zone. 
 
INCORRECT:  The ONLY restriction on a back row player in front zone is that she cannot RETURN 
a ball that is entirely above the height of the net at contact.  Back row setters can jump set to 
hitters and height of ball is irrelevant unless ball drifts into plane of net with NO hitter contact 
and goes completely over net or is legally blocked. 
 

5.  Team A serves.  Team B libero takes first contact legally and sets ball that is BELOW the height 
of the net over the net from the front zone.  R1 blows whistle and signals ILLEGAL ATTACK ON 
LIBERO.  R1 clarifies with Captain that libero may not set the ball over the net from anywhere in 
the front zone. 
 
INCORRECT:  Libero cannot return ball from front zone ONLY if ball is completely above the 
height of the net at contact.  Libero cannot finger set ball to attacker in front zone if attacker 
returns ball that is completely above the height of the net also. 
 



6.  Coach A submits lineup.  She has duplicate #3 as libero and as 3rd player in service order.  Player 
#3 is on roster as libero.  R2 does not catch duplicate numbers.  After #3 rotates to serve, 
scorekeeper tells R2 wrong server and sees duplicate numbers.  Player #3 should have been #2.  
R2 whistles, signals illegal alignment, awards point to Team B.  Coach questions as scorekeeper 
and R2 notice duplicate numbers.  According to R2, since it was not “caught” pre-match, Team A 
is penalized.   

INCORRECT:  R2 and scorekeeper SHOULD have caught and error and should have been 
corrected with NO penalty pre-match.  Since neither caught error, scoresheet and lineup should 
have been corrected with NO error, and point replayed. 

 

7.  Player for Team A has passing sleeves with large logo on sleeves.  As R2 is checking roster, Team 
B coach questions legality of passing sleeves.  R2 informs Coach B that passing sleeves, as well as 
knee pads, socks & shoes are NOT part of uniform and exempt from logo restrictions on 
uniforms. 

CORRECT:  Only uniforms (tops and bottoms) are manufacturer logo restricted. 

8.  R1 and R2 arrive at site together 30 minutes prior to match.  Both complete pre-match duties.  
R2 asks R1 “how can I help you during the match?”  R1 replies “I don’t need any help.”  

INCORRECT:  Both officials will have pre-match discussion about shared duties.  R1 will quickly 
review duties of R2 such as:  centerline and net violations, subs, timeouts, communication with 
coaches, control/monitor subs and replacements, on back row attack you have feet takeoff & I 
have height of ball, give me court back after R2 interruptions and I will not beckon until you do 
so, deal with scorer, timer, tracker, etc.    

9.  R1 is using mask and electronic whistle.  R2 using regular whistle.  Both whistle simultaneously 
as Coach Team B requests substitution.  R2 does not hear R1 whistle, nor does coach/subs.  R1 
overrules R2 whistle and charges Team B with out of rotation/point to Team A. 

INCORRECT:  Many of the high school matches are VERY loud and it is often difficult to hear 
electronic whistles.  Because of this issue, TSSAA/CAVOA strongly suggest using regular whistles 
especially for R1s.  In this case, the R2 should ask to approach R1, explain that neither R2 nor 
coach heard whistle/saw beckon/point should be replayed.   

10.  During a rally, a fan has spilled nacho cheese on the floor in a playable area.  Home coach for 
Team A notified by players that there is cheese on the ball. R2 whistles for “official’s timeout” 
but R1 charges Team A with team timeout.   

INCORRECT:  Problems with cleaning ball are unintentional and teams should never be penalized 
with ball cleaning.  There is no “time limit” to address those types of issues and TO is also 
charged to referees.  Safety/cleanliness is vital. 

11.  Team A serves the ball. Team B passes ball which hits ceiling and bounces around on rafters in 
the ceiling.  Ball bounces several times and ball is eventually passed and attacked by Team B.  
Team A shanks off attacked ball and hits floor.  R1 whistles/signals point to Team A.  Team B 



questions that ball bounces several times and point should have been awarded to Team B 
because of multiple contacts with ceiling.  R1/R2 confirm point to Team A. 

CORRECT:  A ball may be played off an overhead obstruction after multiple contacts if it does 
not come to rest and falls back on side of team that caused it to hit ceiling in first contact over a 
playable area.  There is no rule about multiple overhead contacts. 

12.  R1 beckons for serve.  R2 has no centerline violation but Team A puts ball on floor with 
attack/kill. Point awarded to Team A.  Team B approaches R2 and asks politely and quietly if 
there was a centerline violation.  R2 responds rather loudly “no, there was no centerline, and 
you are out of line.”  Coach repeats that he just wants clarification since his middle hitter had 
fallen backwards from contact under the net.  R1 yellow cards coach without request from R2.  
R2 tells coach he has to sit for rest of match.  R2 goes back twice to converse with coach after 
yellow card.  R1 is whistling trying to resume match which is ignored by R2. Finally, R2 gives 
court back to R1, who beckons for serve.  At this point, coach again politely says he thought 
there might have been centerline and please watch for that violation.  R2 interrupts play, asks 
R1 for red card.  R1 assesses red card.  R2 responds to coach “are you really trying to pick a fight 
with me other that non-call?” in rude demeaning tone of voice.  Coach (now seated) says he is 
sitting as requested and wants to protest red card.  R2 tells him he has to send captain over the 
R1 to request protest.  R1 talks with captain and thinking he is protesting centerline (there has 
been NO communication between R1 and R2 over assessed yellow and red cards nor has there 
been notification to Captain from R1 or from R2 to coach for reasons for yellow and red cards). 
Captain comes back and speaks to R2, who says to coach “your protest is denied”.  Frustrated 
coach sits and play resumes. 

INCORRECT:  several VIOLATIONS in referee handling of this situation.  Coach has right to ask for 
“clarification” of call/non call.  Coach was not questioning judgment. R2 must maintain 
professional demeanor at ALL TIMES.  Rude comments/disrespectful tone of voice cannot occur 
on referee part in response to any situation.  R1 should not have assessed yellow card unless 
requested from R2.  ALL cards must be communicated with reason by R1 to captain and R2 to 
coach.  Coach does NOT have to sit on yellow card (new rule this year). Later, R1 thought he was 
“protecting” R2 by assessing yellow card when thinking  COACH kept conversation going/it was 
R2.  Before beckon, R2 should have simply said “Coach, I did not see a centerline and we are 
playing now.”  He should immediately give court back to R1 as he moves to maintain serve 
reception position for R2.  R1 should beckon immediately. After informing scorekeeper to record 
yellow card, he had NO reason to return twice to talk with coach, making situation volatile at 
this point.  R2 should NOT have interrupted play for red card.  Penalty assessed at end of play. 
The Red Card is a DECISION and not a judgment call.  R2 should have communicated with R1 
reason for red card.  Rule 11.3.1 allows coach to request timeout/protest for decisions.  R2 
should have awarded timeout to coach to approach R1 at referee stand (without R2 present) to 
discuss the assessment of red card.  If R1 changes mind/decision, timeout charged to officials 
and coach retains team timeout.  Had the R2 simply maintained a professional demeanor, 
eliminated all sarcastic comments/personal comments, this situation would never have 
escalated to yellow or red cards.  Coach never raised his voice, nor did he use profanity.  Again, 
coaches have a right to clarify the call/non-call.  R1 and R2 are there to provide a professional 



service to coaches void of emotion, sarcasm, rudeness and MUST follow all the rules. R1 and R2 
MUST communicate with each other and scorekeeper, captains, and coaches for any sanction. 


